We study the problem of distributed maximum computation in an open multi-agent system, where agents can leave and arrive during the execution of the algorithm. The main challenge comes from the possibility that the agent holding the largest value leaves the system, which changes the value to be computed. The algorithms must as a result be endowed with mechanisms allowing to forget outdated information. The focus is on systems in which interactions are pairwise gossips between randomly selected agents. We consider situations where leaving agents can send a last message, and situations where they cannot. For both cases, we provide algorithms able to eventually compute the maximum of the values held by agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems involve interacting elements with computing capabilities, also called agents or nodes, who communicate with each other to achieve a collective control task that is more difficult or sometimes even impossible to be performed by an individual agent. This configuration of multi-agent systems has a great benefit to model and solve many problems in different fields of applications including sensor networks [1] - [3] , computer networks [4] , [5] and social science [6] - [8] . One of the common problems that has been studied in these applications is the consensus of multiagent systems on aggregate functions such as, e.g., MIN, MAX, SUM and AVERAGE. For instance, in a group of distributed sensors, it can be required to compute the average temperature of a specific region or to elect the sensor with maximum power resource to preserve the communication over a costly link or to reduce energy for a wireless sensor network, see, e.g., [9] - [11] .
Most existing results of the literature rely on the assumption that the system composition is static, i.e., the set of agents present in the system does not change after the initial time, see, e.g., [10] , [12] - [14] and the references therein. Mahmoud However, this requirement can be difficult to satisfy in some implementation scenarios where new agents can join and/or existing agents can leave the network at any time instant. This phenomenon is known in the literature as "network churn" [15] , [16] , "dynamic network" [17] - [19] or "open multi-agent systems" [20] - [22] . In this case, the consensus problem on aggregate estimates becomes more challenging to handle compared to the case of static networks. For instance, consider the paradigmatic problem of MAX-consensus with distributed communications and assume that the agent with the largest state value has left the network after all the agents have converged to its state value. In this case, all the existing nodes in the network will then hold outdated information. This scenario cannot occur in static networks, which highlights one of the inherent challenges of open multi-agent systems.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of MAXconsensus in open multi-agent systems with distributed communications. The agents are assumed to be anonymous, do not have global identifiers, and all run the same algorithm. We further assume that interactions only occur via pairwise "gossip" exchanges between randomly selected agents in the sense that, at any (discrete) time instant, (only) two agents are selected randomly to exchange their information, update their MAX estimates and possibly other variables. To cope with the dynamic nature of the network, two different solutions are proposed depending on whether or not it is possible for the leaving agents to announce their departures.
In the case in which announcements are made, our algorithm relies on a variable that describes how "up-to-date" agents are with respect to recent departures, and priority is given to information coming from the most "up-to-date" agents. In the case where agents disappear without sending a last message, our algorithm maintains an estimate of the age of the information, and estimates corresponding to information deemed too old are discarded. We will show that our two approaches ensure that outdated information can be forgotten, and that consensus on the MAX value can be achieved (with high probability) if the system composition stops evolving.
The problem of MAX-consensus in multi-agent systems has been studied in, e.g., [10] , [11] , [23] , [24] . Among existing techniques, the work of [10] has considered MAXconsensus with random gossip interactions between agents, on a static network. Compared to existing works of the literature, our result is adapted to the problem of MAX-consensus in multi-agent systems when the network is open, which has not been considered in the previously mentioned works. Our proposed approach encompasses the result of pairwise gossip interaction in static networks in [10] as a particular case.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Notations are given in Section II. The problem is formulated in Section III. In Section IV, we treat the case where leaving agents send a last message, and in Section V, we treat the case where they do not. Numerical simulations are given in Section VI. Conclusions and discussions are provided in Section VII. The proofs of our results are ommited for space reasons, and are available in [25] .
II. NOTATION
We denote by 0 n and 1 n the vectors in R n whose all elements are 0 or 1, respectively. We write A T to denote the transpose of A, and (x, y) ∈ R nx+ny to represent the vector [x T , y T ] T for x ∈ R nx and y ∈ R ny . The symbol I n stands for the identity matrix of dimension n. For a random variable R, the symbol E(R) denotes the expectation of R.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a connected time-varying graph G(t) = (V(t), E(t)), where V(t) and E(t) denote, respectively, the set of existing agents and the set of edges in the graph at time t ∈ N. The graph G(t) is dynamic in the sense that new agents can join and/or existing agents can leave at any time t. Hence, the cardinality of V(t), denoted by N (t), is not necessarily constant for all t ∈ N. The agents communicate with each other in a pairwise randomized gossip fashion [9] . In other words, at any time instant t ∈ N, there are three possibilities: (i) an agent joins the system and N (t + 1) = N (t) + 1, (ii) an agent leaves the system and N (t + 1) = N (t) − 1, or (iii) two randomly selected agents i, j ∈ V(t), i = j communicate with each other (Note that these discrete-time instants may be interpreted as the sampling of an asynchronous process at those times where an event occurs). Joining agents are assumed to know that they join the system. Leaving agents may or may not be able to send one last message (to one other agent) before leaving, which are two cases of interest, which will be discussed in Section IV and V, respectively.
Every agent i has two special states: x i ∈ R is its intrinsic value, which is constant and determined arbitrarily when joining the system, and y i (t) is its estimated answer at time t ∈ N for the MAX value. Our goal is to estimate the maximum intrinsic value of all the agents present in the system, so we would ideally want, when no more agents are joining or leaving the network after time T ∈ N, that there is a time T * ∈ N T such that y i (t) = MAX(T ) := max j∈V(t) x j , for all i ∈ V(t) and for t ∈ N T * . Agents may then have other states that they use to reach this goal.
If the network would be static, i.e., G(t) is time-invariant, the estimation of the maximum could be achieved in finite time by starting from y i (0) = x i (0) for every agent, and setting y i (t + 1) = y j (t + 1) = max(y i (t), y j (t)) whenever agents i and j interact at time t ∈ N, see, e.g., [10] . The main challenge in a dynamic or open network lies with the need for the algorithm to take new agents into account and to eventually discard information related to agents no longer present in the system to ensure that max j x j is eventually recovered once the system composition stops evolving. Classical algorithms such as that in [10] do not guarantee this: outdated values from agents no longer in the system may never be discarded.
Note that an alternative and maybe more natural goal would be to have the y i (t), i ∈ V(t) track MAX(t) = max j∈V(t) x j sufficiently accurately. This more ambitious goal is left for future studies, see Section VII for further discussions on this issue.
Finally, we chose to make the following assumption for the sake of simplicity of exposition.
This means that every pair of distinct agents in the network can communicate directly with each other. The algorithms we develop would actually also work on general dynamic graphs under suitable connectivity assumptions, but the analysis would be more complex.
IV. DEPARTURES ARE ANNOUNCED

A. Algorithm description
If leaving agents announce their departures (to one other agent), then we can benefit from this knowledge to correct the outdated information. For that purpose, we introduce an auxiliary variable κ i (t) ∈ N at each agent, meant to represent the "level of information" available to i about the departures up to time t ∈ N. It will in general not be equal to the actual number of departures, nor converge to it. The algorithm is designed to ensure that those with the largest value κ i have valid estimates, i.e. their y i (t) correspond to the x j of agents present in the system. For this purpose, information coming from agents with higher κ i will be given priority over information coming from agents with lower values, and it will be made sure that agents with a lower value of κ i will never have influenced those with a higher value.
The algorithm is summarized as follows. Initially, every existing agent at t = 0 sets y i (0) = x i and κ i = 0, i ∈ V(0), as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Intialization algorithm
At time t = 0, every existing node i ∈ V(0) initializes its state as
When a new agent n joins the group at time t ∈ N, it initializes its counter κ n (t) and its estimate y n (t) according to Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Joining algorithm Assume at any time t ∈ N 1 , a new agent n wants to join, i.e., V(t + 1) = V(t) ∪ {n}. Agent n initializes its state as 1: y n (t) = x n 2: κ n (t) = 0
If an agent leaves the system, it sends a last message containing its counter value κ to a randomly selected agent m. The reaction of m is governed by Algorithm 3, which can be interpreted as follows: If the counter κ (t) of the leaving agent is less than κ m (t), then agent m ignores this departure since the information of is deemed less up-todate than its own and has not influenced it. On the other hand, if κ (t) κ m (t), then may have influenced m and possibly agents i with values κ i higher than κ m , but no larger than κ . To ensure that none of the agents with the highest values κ hold the now outdated value x l , m will reset its y m to x m , which is by definition a valid value, and set its κ m to κ + 1, a value above that of all those who could have been influenced by . The gossip communication between agents is performed via Algorithm 4 (values not explicitly updated remain constant between t and t + 1). When κ i (t) = κ j (t), this implies that agents i and j either have not been informed about any departure from the group, i.e., κ i (t) = κ j (t) = 0, or have equal information level about the departure of one or more agents. In either case, agents i and j can exchange their information to update their estimate for the MAX value. When κ i (t) > κ j (t), agent i's information about past departures is deemed more up to date. Agent j is then not allowed to transfer its estimate y j to avoid infecting i with possibly outdated information (unless its estimate is actually its own value, which is by definition valid). Therefore, agent j restarts to max(y i (t), x j ) and increments its counter to κ j (t+1) = κ i (t). The case when κ j (t) > κ i (t) is completely symmetric.
B. Eventual Correctness
We now show that the algorithm described in the previous subsection is correct in the sense that, with high probability Algorithm 4 Gossip algorithm At each time step t ∈ N, two agents i, j ∈ V(t) are picked randomly (with possibly i = j) 1: if κ i (t) = κ j (t) then 2: Remember that V(t) := {1, . . . , N (t)} denotes the group of agents present at time t, and let X := {x 1 , . . . , x N (t) } be the set of intrinsic values of nodes in V(t). Assume that after some time T ∈ N no agent leaves and no new agent joins the system, so that V(t) = V(T ) = V, E(t) = E(T ) = E and N (t) = N (T ) = N for all t ∈ N T . Then, we need to show that all the currently existing agents V(T ) in the network will successfully reach the correct maximum value.
Definition 1. We say that an algorithm is eventually correct if for any
The following lemma, proved in [25] , states that at any time t ∈ N, if the counter value of an agent j ∈ V(t) is equal to the maximum value K(t), then its estimate y j (t) is equal to an intrinsic value x i ∈ X K (t) of one of the agents present in the system at this time t and whose value κ i is K(t).
Lemma 1. For all t ∈ N and any j ∈ V(t), if κ j (t) = K(t) then y j (t) ∈ X K (t) ⊆ X(t).
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then, Algorithm 1-4 is eventually correct.
The proof of Theorem 1 is available in [25] . It relies on the observations that (i) once agents stop arriving and leaving, the algorithm results in a classical MAX-consensus on the values κ i , and (ii) once all κ i are equal, the algorithm behaves as a normal MAX-consensus on the estimate y i . We then use a result in [10] on convegrence of gossip MAXconsensus together with Lemma 1 on the validity of the estimates held by those with the highest κ i to conclude.
V. DEPARTURES ARE NOT ANNOUNCED
A. Algorithm description
Leaving agents may not always be able to announce their departure, such as in case of unforeseen failures or disconnections. The algorithms in Section IV can no longer be applied in such a more challenging setting. Therefore, we now propose an alternative algorithm that does not use messages from departing agents. The idea is to have each agent maintain a variable T i representing the "age" of its information. This age T i is kept at 0 when the agent's estimate y i (t) of MAX(t) corresponds to (only) its own value x i , as the validity of its information is then guaranteed. Otherwise T i is increased by 1 every time agent i interacts with another agent, as the information gets "older". When an agent i changes its estimate y i (t) by adopting the estimate y j (t) of an agent j, it also sets T i (t) to the value T j (t), which corresponds to the age of the new information it now holds. Finally, when T i (t) reaches a threshold T * , the information y i (t) is considered too old to be reliable and is discarded; y i (t) is reset to x i and T i (t) to 0. We defer the discussion on the value of T * to Section VII, but already note that it should depend on (bounds of) the system size, or (possibly) change with time.
Formally, the behavior of an agent joining the system is governed by Algorithm 5, while the update of T i (t) and the gossip interactions are governed by Algorithms 6 and 7 (where we use y i (t + ), T i (t + ) to denote intermediate values the variables y i , T i may take during the computation leading to their values at t + 1). Observe that when i and j have the same estimate y i (t) = y j (t) they update the age of information to the smallest among T i (t) and T j (t). Observe also that the algorithms guarantee that y i (t) x i for every i at all times, since y i (t) can never decrease except when it is re-initialized at x i . Finally, there is no algorithm for the departure, since agents are not assumed to be able to take any action when other agents leave as this is not announced.
Algorithm 5 Joining algorithm Assume at time t ∈ N 1 , a new agent n wants to join. Agent n initializes its state as follows 1: y n (t) = x n 2: T n (t) = 0 Algorithm 6 UpdateTimer When agent i calls this procedure: 1: if y i (t) = x i then guaranteed validity of estimate 2:
estimate gets one period older 5:
Reset if threshold reached 9: y i (t + ) = x i 10:
B. Eventual Correctness
We now discuss the eventual correctness of the algorithm described above. We use the same conventions as in Section Algorithm 7 Gossip algorithm At each time step t, two agents i, j are picked randomly 1: UpdateTimer(i), UpdateTimer(j) 2: if y i (t + ) > y j (t + ) then 3: y j (t + 1) = y i (t + )
4:
T j (t + 1) = T i (t + ) 5: else if y i (t + ) < y j (t + ) then 6: y i (t + 1) = y j (t + ) 7: T i (t + 1), T j (t + 1) := min(T i (t + ), T j (t + )) 10: end if IV-B. The first lemma states that outdated values are eventually discarded if agents stop leaving or arriving. Its proof, available in [25] relies on showing that the minimum T i among all agents i holding an outdated values keep increasing and eventually reaches the reset threshold.
Lemma 2. If no arrival or departure takes place after time T ∈ N, then almost surely there exists a time T ∈ N after which every estimate y i corresponds to the value of an agent present in the system, i.e., for t ∈ N T , for all i there exists a j ∈ V(t) = V such that y i (t) = x j . As a consequence, y i (t)
Once all outdated information has been removed, the system behaves essentially as a classical maximum-consensus algorithm provided that no spurious reset occurs, which is the case with a high probability if T * is large enough. All agents would then eventually obtain the correct estimate of the maximum. The proof of the following theorem, available in [25] , is built on this intuitive idea.
Theorem 2. For all > 0, there exists a (sufficiently large) T * ∈ N such that, if no arrival or departure takes place after time T ∈ N, then there exists a time T ∈ N T after which y i (t) = MAX(T ) = max j∈V x j holds for every i ∈ V with a probability at least 1 − .
Observe that the threshold T * is subject to a trade-off: a large T * indeed decreases the probability of spurious resets, but leads to higher delays before outdated values are discarded.
VI. SIMULATIONS
We demonstrate the application of our algorithms on a group of 25 agents: Initially, the intrinsic states x i of all agents were assigned to random integer values between 0 and 1000. The largest two values of x i are found to be x 9 = 936 and x 13 = 815. The estimates y i (0) for all agents are initialized to x i and all the counters κ i (0) and ages T i (0) are initialized to 0. Agent 9 with the highest value, x 9 = 936 leaves at t = 200. Pairwise interactions between two randomly selected agents take place at every other time.
We have simulated the two algorithms, with two thresholds T * for that of Section V, and the results are represented in Fig. 1 . We note that in the three cases, all the agents first converge to the MAX value of x 9 = 936 in a bit more than 100 time steps, before agent 9 leaves the network. After the departure of agent 9 at t = 200, we see that the algorithm of Section IV that uses messages from departing agents reconverges to the new maximal value x 13 = 815 in 137 time steps. The performance of the algorithm of Section V without messages from leaving agents are significantly worse. For a threshold T * = 40, we see that it takes 506 time steps to reconverge to the new maximal value, but the system later suffers from several spurious resets. These are caused by agents reaching the threshold by chance. The probability of this occurring can be significantly reduced by taking a higher threshold, but this results in an even longer time to react to the departure of 9, as seen in Fig. 1(c) with T = 200. We note that 2439 time-steps are needed in this case to reobtain the correct value, mostly because it takes very long before the agents abandon their former estimate. This clearly illustrates the trade-off on the threshold value T * : a too small value will result in spurious resets as soon as some agents "have not heard" about the agent with the highest value for too long. But a too large threshold will result in a significant delay before agents decide that an agent has probably left the system.
We also performed comparisons between the two approaches on the convergence time to reach consensus after the agent with MAX has left the group for other numbers of nodes. The results are summarized in Table I . We take T * = 1.1N (0) with the algorithm of Section V. We observe that when the number of agents increases, the algorithm of Section IV requires proportionally much fewer iterations to reach consensus, as expected and already observed in Fig. 1 . Moreover, it also achieves a stronger version of the property of eventual correctness than the algorithm of Section V, as it avoids spurious resets, as discussed above. It does however require the possibility of sending messages when leaving.
Number of nodes
Iterations to reach MAX-consensus Algorithm 
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have investigated the distributed MAX-consensus problem for open multi-agent systems. Two algorithms have been proposed depending on whether the agents who leave the network can inform another existing agent about their departure or cannot. The eventual correctness has been proven for both.
Taking a step back, we see two main challenges in the design of algorithms for open multi-agent systems, as also briefly noted in [20] :
Robustness and dynamic information treatment: The algorithms should be robust to departures and arrivals, in the sense that they should keep updating their estimates to discard outdated information. Moreover, novel information held by arriving agents should be taken into account, and outdated information, for example, related to agents no longer in the system, should eventually be discarded.
Performance in open context: The performance of classical multi-agents algorithms is often measured by the rate at which they converge to an exact solution or a desired situation (or the time to reach such a situation). This approach is no longer relevant in a context where agents' departures and arrivals keep "perturbing" the system, and possibly the algorithm goal (as is the case here). Rather, efficient algorithms would be those for which the estimated answer remains "close" to some "instantaneous exact solution", according to a suitable metric.
The algorithms we have developed here do answer the first issue of robustness and information treatment for the problem of distributed maximum computation. The characterization and optimization of their performance in an open context, however, remains unanswered at present and could be the topic of further works. We note that the behavior of a gossip averaging algorithm in an open multi-agent system was characterized in [20] , but this algorithm was not designed to compute a specific value, as is the case here.
In particular, we observe that both algorithms would suffer from occasional apparently unnecessary resets. This may happen after the departure of an agent that did not have the largest value in the algorithm of Section IV, or when an agent has been isolated for too long from that with the highest value in the algorithm of Section V. We do not know at this stage if these spurious resets can be entirely avoided, especially when leaving agents cannot send a final message. In this case, it is indeed impossible to know for sure whether the agent with the highest value has left or has just not communicated for a while. There are, however, several possibilities to mitigate the damage of these spurious resets and to play on the trade-off between the effect of these perturbation and the speed at which the system reacts. A simple solution could be for example to apply an additional filtering layer when the algorithm requires an important decrease of y i . In this case, a new estimateỹ i would follow y i except that sharp decrease would be replaced by gradual ones. We also observe that our second algorithm will either only work when the system size is not too large with respect to T * (case of a fixed threshold) or eventually work for all size but gradually become slower and slower to react (case of a growing T * ). Whether this can be avoided in a context when leaving agents do not warn others about their departure also remains an open interesting question.
